Introduction
============

Cardiovascular disease remains the leading cause of death in industrialized countries despite significant improvements in the therapy of acute coronary syndromes \[[@B1]\]. Platelets play a major role in acute coronary syndromes and are therefore a major therapeutic target. Patients on antiplatelet therapy tend to be older and are particularly prone to sustain injuries due to falls. In cases of traumatic brain injury (TBI), these patients are at increased risk since high age has been identified as a predictor of an unfavourable outcome \[[@B2]\]. In patients with TBI, occurrence of posttraumatic intracranial haemorrhage (ICH) may increase intracranial pressure and aggravate secondary brain damage. Therapeutic mechanisms of antiplatelet agents include inhibition of platelet aggregation, so normal haemostasis is impaired. This impairment may lead to an increased incidence of ICH and enlargement of haematomas in TBI, potentially increasing mortality and morbidity. Anticoagulation with vitamin K antagonists, such as warfarin, has been associated with a high frequency of isolated head trauma, and a high risk of death \[[@B3],[@B4]\]. Although controlled trials have not been carried out for TBI, antagonization of pre-injury vitamin K antagonist effects is possible through application of vitamin K, fresh frozen plasma or prothrombin complex concentrate \[[@B5]\]. Especially administration of prothrombin complex concentrate allows the rapid reversal of anticoagulatory effects of vitamin K antagonists such as warfarin in patients with traumatic haemorrhage \[[@B6]\]. In cases of antiplatelet therapy, antidotes are not available since platelet enzymes are irreversibly blocked by those drugs.

In this review we analyse available studies on the impact of pre-injury use of antiplatelet agents in patients with TBI and analyse interventions for identifying and counteracting antiplatelet effects in these patients. Furthermore, we briefly review the mechanisms of action involved in antiplatelet therapy.

Antiplatelet therapy
====================

Platelets are small, irregularly shaped anuclear subcellular fragments that are derived from megakaryocytes and play a major role in the maintenance of haemostasis. They circulate in the blood of mammals and do not interact with endothelial cell linings of blood vessels unless stimulated by certain pathways. Damage to blood vessels results in exposure of collagen in the bloodstream and release of von Willebrandt factor from endothelial cells. Platelets are activated if they are exposed to this highly thrombogenic environment and severable soluble agonists, such as ADP, thromboxane A~2~, serotonin, and thrombin, recruit and activate additional platelets \[[@B7]\]. Platelet aggregation is mediated through glycoprotein (Gp)IIb/IIIa and the thrombus is stabilized through conversion of fibrinogen bridges to fibrin \[[@B8]\]. ADP signals are transduced through P~2~purinergic receptors (P~2~Y~1~and P~2~Y~12~) on the surface of platelets, contributing to thrombus growth and stability. Thromboxane A~2~, synthesized by cyclooxygenase (COX) from arachidonic acid, amplifies platelet activation and leads to micro-vessel contraction and thrombus propagation \[[@B9]\]. Thrombin is an enzyme that catalyzes the cleavage of fibrinogen into soluble fibrin and is, therefore, a major mediator of the plasmatic coagulation system. It is also one of the most potent platelet activators through interaction of protease-activated receptors (PARs) on the platelet surface \[[@B10]\]. Interaction of PAR-1 and PAR-4 results in activation of platelets and smooth muscle cells and therefore contributes to platelet pro-coagulant activity and aggregation. Major pathways of platelet activation and pharmaceutical action are illustrated in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. At present, the most commonly used antiplatelet agents target COX and P~2~Y~12~or GpIIb/IIIa receptors. Newer antiplatelet strategies, such as inhibition of thrombin receptors, are currently being investigated in clinical trials as their potential and limitations in clinical practise need to be further characterised.

![**Schematic overview of antiplatelet medication effects on platelet pathways**. COX, cyclooxygenase; NSAID, non-steroidal-antinflammatory drug; TXA2, thromboxane A~2~.](cc11292-1){#F1}

Non-steroidal-antinflammatory drugs
-----------------------------------

Non-steroidal-antinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) lead to irreversible inhibition of COX. The NSAID aspirin is the oldest and most-studied antiplatelet agent to date. Its long-term use has been shown to significantly reduce the risk of cardiovascular events and it is also commonly used for prevention of cerebral ischemic events. Since COX is irreversibly inhibited by aspirin, new platelets have to be generated from the bone marrow to restore platelet activity. It takes approximately 5 to 6 days to replace 50% of the circulating platelets \[[@B11]\].

Thienopyridines
---------------

Thienopyridines (clopidogrel, ticlopidine, prasugrel) inhibit ADP-mediated platelet activation through irreversible blockade of P~2~Y~12~receptors. Long-term use of those drugs has been shown to reduce the relative risk of death, myocardial infarction and stroke after percutaneous coronary intervention by 26.9% \[[@B12]\]. Since ADP-mediated platelet response is irreversibly inhibited, normal platelet activity is restored after 7 days of drug withdrawal \[[@B13]\].

GpIIb/IIIa inhibitors
---------------------

The blockade of GpIIb/IIIa receptors represents a potent mechanism for antiplatelet activity \[[@B14]\]. GpIIb/IIIa inhibitors include the monoclonal antibody abciximab as well as the small-molecule antagonists eptifibatide and tirofiban. Oral application of these agents has shown no benefit with a high risk profile in clinical trials assessing their efficacy for acute coronary syndrome. Their use is therefore limited to parenteral application but they are commonly applied during intravascular procedures. The short half-time of these substances results in normal platelet activity within several hours (eptifibatide and tirofiban) to a few days (abciximab) when application is discontinued \[[@B15]\]. Due to their pharmacological properties and restriction to in-hospital use, GpIIb/IIIa antagonists do not play a significant role in the treatment of TBI patients.

Newer antiplatelet drugs
------------------------

Despite their efficacy in the treatment of cardiovascular disease, currently available antiplatelet agents have significant side effects. Fear of anticoagulant/antiplatelet therapy-related haemorrhage is considered one of the main reasons for the gap between current guidelines for stroke prevention and clinical practice. Although it is recognised that for every 10% increase in guidelines compliance there is a 10% reduction in mortality \[[@B16]\], Russolillo and colleagues \[[@B17]\] found that there is a widespread under-use of prevention strategies. Further research in the field of antiplatelet therapy is warranted to reduce the risk of side effects such as haemorrhage. Current research activity focuses on the development of new agents of the substance classes discussed above and experimental data suggest that potential new candidates of antiplatelet targets include the effects of thrombin, serotonin, matrix metalloproteinases and CD40 ligands on platelet activity \[[@B7]\]. Inhibition of platelet activity through blockade of thrombin receptors has shown promising results in clinical trials \[[@B18]\], but the risk of bleeding complications remains a major issue. Recently published results of a multinational, randomized trial on the thrombin receptor antagonist vorapaxar in acute coronary syndromes showed no significant reduction of death from cardiovascular causes, myocardial infarction, or stroke if vorapaxar was added to standard therapy, but the risk of major bleeding, including ICH, was significantly increased \[[@B19]\].

Effects of pre-injury antiplatelet therapy on TBI patients
==========================================================

Several authors have investigated the effects of pre-injury antiplatelet therapy in patients with TBI. Results of those studies, which have all been conducted in a retrospective fashion, are summarized in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. In two studies, posttraumatic ICH was associated with a significantly increased mortality rate in patients on antiplatelet therapy when compared to historical controls \[[@B20],[@B21]\]. These findings are supported by a study by Major and colleagues \[[@B22]\], who found evidence that posttraumatic ICH is associated with a mortality rate of 21% in patients on antiplatelet therapy. In contrast, no increased risk of mortality was observed in all TBI patients on antiplatelet therapy. The study was designed to evaluate all patients with head injuries admitted to an emergency department, suggesting a high rate of patients with a mild to moderate TBI. A study by Spektor and colleagues \[[@B23]\] revealed no higher incidence of posttraumatic ICH in patients treated with low-dose aspirin. Since analysis was restricted to mild and moderate TBI, it is unclear whether these findings also apply to severe TBI. Jones and colleagues \[[@B24]\] showed that patients with pre-injury clopidogrel treatment had higher rates of neurosurgical interventions as well as more episodes of rebleeding and a higher need of transfusion of blood products. These findings are supported by Wong and colleagues \[[@B25]\], who found that patients on clopidogrel therapy were more likely to be discharged to long-term inpatient facilities. Although outcome was not analysed in this study, the results suggest that pre-injury use of clopidogrel may increase the risk of an unfavourable outcome after TBI. Bonville and colleagues \[[@B26]\] analysed the outcome of trauma patients who were anticoagulated with warfarin or antiplatelet agents. In this study, only warfarin was associated with an increased risk of posttraumatic ICH and death. Antiplatelet therapy with aspirin and clopidogrel did not increase rate of mortality and did not affect length of hospital stay. Bachelani and colleagues \[[@B27]\] found that neither history of aspirin intake nor platelet inhibition measured by a specific assay was associated with an increased risk of progression of ICH, craniotomy, mortality or poor outcome. In contrast to these findings, Fabbri and colleagues \[[@B28]\] showed that pre-injury use of aspirin and indobufen (a NSAID) was associated with an increased risk of posttraumatic intracranial lesions in 14,288 patients with mild TBI. The results of those studies are conflicting and do not allow a comprehensive characterisation of antiplatelet agent effects on patients with TBI.

###### 

Overview of retrospective studies on the effects of antiplatelet medication in patients with traumatic brain injury

  Study                              Inclusion criteria                      Antiplatelet therapy   Number of subjects   Mortality rate                                Major findings
  ---------------------------------- --------------------------------------- ---------------------- -------------------- --------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Mina *et al.*2002 \[[@B20]\]       Posttraumatic ICH                       Aspirin                19                   47% aspirin group; 8% control group           Mortality significantly increased with aspirin therapy. No difference in mortality rates between aspirin and warfarin treated patients
  Spektor *et al.*2003 \[[@B23]\]    Mild and moderate TBI, age \>60 years   Aspirin (100 mg/day)   110                  NR                                            Aspirin therapy had no effect on incidence of posttraumatic ICH after mild to moderate TBI
  Ohm *et al.*2005 \[[@B21]\]        Posttraumatic ICH                       Aspirin, clopidogrel   90                   23% antiplatelet group; 8% control group      Mortality threefold increased with antiplatelet therapy. GCS \<12 and age \>76 years risk factors for death in patients on antiplatelet therapy
  Jones *et al.*2006 \[[@B24]\]      All TBI, age \>50 years                 Clopidogrel            43                   7% clopidogrel group                          Clopidogrel-treated patients have higher rates of cranial surgery and episodes of rebleeds. More blood products were transfused in clopidogrel-treated patients
  Wong *et al.*2008 \[[@B25]\]       All TBI                                 Aspirin, clopidogrel   111                  14% clopidogrel group; 3% aspirin group       Clopidogrel-treated patients were more likely to be discharged to long-term inpatient facilities
  Major *et al.*2009 \[[@B22]\]      All TBI                                 Aspirin, clopidogrel   287                  1.4% aspirin group                            Mortality rate 21% in patients on aspirin with posttraumatic ICH. Three of the four patients who died in the aspirin group deteriorated with a significant delay
  Bonville *et al.*2011 \[[@B26]\]   All TBI                                 Aspirin, clopidogrel   271                  12.3% aspirin group; 9.3% clopidogrel group   Use of antiplatelet agents did not affect mortality or length of hospital stay

GCS, Glasgow Coma Scale; ICH, intracranial haemorrhage; TBI, traumatic brain injury.

Several factors may have contributed to the discordancy of the results of cited studies. Importantly, the retrospective design and small sample sizes are major deficits of those studies and result in limited significance of reported findings. Additionally, in all studies assessment of pre-injury use of antiplatelet agents was based on the patient\'s history and not on assessment of platelet activity through laboratory examinations. Incompliance of patients regarding the intake of prescribed drugs as well as ineffectiveness of antiplatelet agents in some patients may have led to different degrees of platelet activity inhibition in the different study populations. Detection of posttraumatic ICH and enlargement of intracranial lesions was not performed in a standardized manner, and as several factors have a crucial impact on these findings, such as timing of computed tomography scans, comparison of the results has only limited validity. Finally, the mechanisms of injury and severity of injuries differ substantially between reported studies. While some studies were restricted to \'isolated\' head injury, others included patients with relevant injuries to other organ systems, such as liver laceration and pulmonary contusions. In the context of polytrauma, attribution of parameters like mortality to TBI or other injuries can be difficult and this also may explain differences between the results.

In conclusion, despite the deficits of reported studies, the available data suggest that patients on antiplatelet therapy may have a higher risk of mortality and morbidity after TBI, especially in cases of posttraumatic ICH. Although risk factors have not been identified yet, it seems that patients with more severe TBI might be at particular risk of negative effects due to pre-injury antiplatelet therapy. Nevertheless, well-designed studies are desperately needed to shed light on this important topic. Important factors such as degree of platelet activity inhibition and the impact of antiplatelet medication on neurologic long-term outcome after TBI have to be taken into consideration when conducting the design of prospective studies.

Diagnostic evaluation of antiplatelet therapy in TBI patients
=============================================================

Standard laboratory coagulation tests in TBI patients include assessment of activated partial thromboplastin time, prothrombin time, fibrinogen, and platelet count. These laboratory values do not allow assessment of platelet activity. History regarding the use of antiplatelet therapy should be evaluated in all TBI patients, although this may not be possible in all cases. Thrombelastometry is a method allowing for haemostasis testing, including platelet activity, in whole blood \[[@B29]\]. Its use has been suggested for the management of active haemorrhage in trauma victims to guide haemostatic therapy \[[@B30]\] and a recent study showed its results to be predictive of outcome in patients with severe TBI \[[@B31]\]. Further research will show if the use of this tool is of benefit in patients with TBI, especially if disorders of the coagulatory system are apparent. Bachelani and colleagues \[[@B27]\] used the specific assay \'Aspirin Response Test\' (VerifyNow^®^, Accumetrics, San Diego, CA, USA) for identifying effects of aspirin on platelet activity after TBI. Originally, this test was developed for cardiologists to assess the efficacy of aspirin-induced platelet inhibition and monitor patient compliance. In this study, this test showed that 42% of patients with unknown history of aspirin had signs of platelet inhibition. The authors assessed the efficacy of platelet transfusion through repeating the \'Aspirin Response Test\' and, interestingly, failure of normalizing platelet function was associated with a trend towards a higher risk of mortality. A specific point-of-care assay for detection of clopidogrel-induced platelet inhibition (VerifyNow^®^-P2Y12, Accumetrics) is also available. Bansal and colleagues \[[@B32]\] used this assay in 46 trauma patients and showed that a large percentage of patients had undetectable or low platelet inhibition despite reported use of clopidogrel. Incompliance of patients as well as ineffectiveness of clopidogrel in some patients (so-called \'nonresponders\') were discussed by the authors as causes of this discrepancy. Assay information may present valuable information in the clinical setting, since unnecessary interventions such as platelet transfusion or application of haemostatic drugs can be avoided. The role of specific test assays in the management of TBI patients has to be further evaluated before routine use can be recommended.

Counteracting effects of antiplatelet therapy
=============================================

The use of anticoagulant agents has increased in the past and is expected to continue to increase. It is surprising, therefore, that there is a paucity of evidence regarding the management of TBI in anticoagulated patients. Since controlled trials and guidelines for the treatment of TBI patients with pre-injury anticoagulant use are lacking, management of these patients often relies on empiric evaluation and personal experience. Therapeutic regimens differ not only between different trauma centres but also between different surgeons and physicians. Several approaches have been reported in the literature. Of these, some are based on pathophysiologic rationales and some have been adopted from other fields of medicine.

Transfusion of platelets
------------------------

Antiplatelet therapy with NSAIDs and thienopyridines leads to an irreversible blockade of important enzymatic pathways of platelet activation. The pathophysiologic rationale of platelet transfusion is to deliver platelets with normal enzymatic levels to allow platelet activation and aggregation. A study on healthy individuals treated with clopidogrel showed that transfusion of 10 platelet concentrate units reverses clopidogrel-induced platelet disaggregation *ex vivo*\[[@B33]\]. A study on patients with spontaneous ICH receiving antiplatelet agents showed no reduction of the frequency of hematoma expansion through platelet transfusion \[[@B34]\], but early transfusion of platelets within 12 hours of ictus resulted in improved platelet activity assays as well as smaller final haemorrhage size and more independence at 3 months \[[@B35]\]. Downey and colleagues retrospectively analysed patients on antiplatelet medication at their institution who underwent platelet transfusion (*n*= 166) to those patients on antiplatelet medication who did not (*n*= 162) \[[@B36]\]. No differences regarding mortality were observed between both groups. A further study by Washington and colleagues \[[@B37]\] on 113 patients with mild TBI and pre-injury antiplatelet therapy showed that platelet transfusion had no impact on rate of ICH progression, neurological decline or neurological outcome at hospital discharge. In this study, transfusion of any type (platelets, fresh frozen plasma, or blood) was a strong predictor of medical decline. Platelet transfusion is associated with several adverse effects, such as infectious and immunological complications \[[@B38]\]. Additionally, platelets have to be acquired from healthy donors, have a limited availability and transfusions are also a considerable economic factor. In light of available data of studies, routine platelet transfusion cannot be recommended in TBI patients with pre-injury antiplatelet therapy and further trials clarifying this issue are needed.

Desmopressin
------------

Desmopressin is a widely used haemostatic drug in patients with bleeding disorders such as haemophilia, von Willebrandt\'s disease and various platelet disorders. The substance can be effective in reducing bleeding risks through releasing factor VIII and von Willebrandt factor from endogenous reservoirs as well as increasing platelet adhesiveness \[[@B39]\]. Due to possible thromboembolic side effects, routine use in bleeding trauma victims is not recommended \[[@B30]\]. Nevertheless, the potential of this substance to (partially) reverse activity of antiplatelet medication is well-recognized \[[@B40],[@B41]\]. A study on healthy volunteers showed that after oral administration of 375 mg clopidogrel, nasal application of 300 μg desmopressin increased ristocetin cofactor and platelet activity, thus improving primary haemostasis \[[@B42]\]. In patients treated with aspirin undergoing elective cholecystectomy, desmopressin normalized *in vivo*bleeding time \[[@B43]\] and it also reduced postoperative haemorrhage in aspirin-treated patients receiving coronary artery bypass operations \[[@B44]\]. Additionally, a case report on a patient under going emergency carotid endarterectomy showed that desmopressin led to partial reversal of clopidogrel- and aspirin-induced effects on platelets as assessed by thrombelastography \[[@B45]\]. Clinical studies on the use of this substance in TBI patients receiving antiplatelet medication have not been carried out yet, but in light of these reports, the application of desmopressin should be considered, especially if a strong bleeding tendency is apparent. The recommended dosage for intravenous application of desmopressin is 0.3 μg/kg body weight with repetitive application after 8 to 12 hours if necessary \[[@B39]\].

Recombinant factor VIIa
-----------------------

Recombinant factor VII (FVIIa) is a haemostatic agent used in various bleeding disorders, such as haemophilia A and B \[[@B46]\]. Several mechanisms of action have been identified where FVIIa significantly increases thrombin levels. The drug was evaluated in the therapy of spontaneous ICH, but its application did not improve survival or functional outcome, despite reducing haematoma growth \[[@B47]\]. Dutton and colleagues \[[@B48]\] retrospectively analysed 81 trauma patients with coagulopathy and active haemorrhage. In most cases, application of FVIIa resulted in an immediate reduction in coagulopathic haemorrhage. Narayan and colleagues \[[@B49]\] reported a trend towards reduced haematoma growth as well as a trend towards increased incidence of asymptomatic deep vein thrombosis after application of FVIIa in 61 patients with posttraumatic ICH. It is well recognized that FVIIa also has direct effects on platelets, increasing their adhesion and aggregation through FVIIa-mediated thrombin formation \[[@B50],[@B51]\]. It has been used in patients with thrombopaenia due to haematologic malignancies \[[@B52]\], but a recent experimental study showed no effects on bleeding time after application of FVIIa in aspirin-and clopidogrel-treated rabbits \[[@B53]\]. Nevertheless, application- of FVIIa (20 μg/kg body weight) reversed the effects of clopidogrel on blood loss in healthy individuals undergoing- an experimentally induced punch biopsy \[[@B54]\]. Further research is warranted to define the role of FVIIa in the reversal of antiplatelet therapy effects in TBI.

Tranexamic acid
---------------

Tranexamic acid (TXA) is an antifibrinolytic drug blocking the lysine binding site of the plasminogen molecule and therefore inhibiting its access to fibrin molecules. It has been widely used in cardiac surgery to reduce intraoperative blood loss \[[@B55]\] and the recent multicentre trial CRASH-2 proved TXA to safely reduce the risk of death in bleeding trauma victims \[[@B56]\]. Although the drug\'s primary mechanism of action is counteracting hyperfibrinolysis, direct effects on the platelet system have been reported. Application of the drug partially reversed platelet aggregation dysfunction in patients on aspirin and clopidogrel undergoing elective cardiac surgery \[[@B57]\]. Results of a study by Pleym and colleagues \[[@B58]\] on patients treated with aspirin and undergoing cardiopulmonary bypass surgery showed that a single dose of TXA (30 mg/kg body weight) resulted in a significant reduction of postoperative bleeding. Effects of antifibrinolytic drugs on ICH and brain metabolism are largely unknown. The use of TXA in patients with unsecured ruptured cerebral aneurysms reduces the risk of re-bleeding, but this benefit is offset by an increased risk for cerebral ischaemia, finally leading to an increased risk of poor outcome \[[@B59]\]. Nevertheless, a subgroup analysis of the CRASH-2 data did not show any beneficial nor harmful effects of TXA in TBI patients \[[@B60]\], so further clinical trials should be carried out to evaluate this therapeutic approach in this population.

Withdrawal of antiplatelet therapy after TBI
============================================

The most critical period regarding enlargement of post-traumatic ICH after TBI is the acute phase after trauma. A prospective observational study revealed that post traumatic ICH enlarges in more than half of TBI patients within the first 24 hours after trauma \[[@B61]\]. Exacerbation of ICH due to impaired platelet activity is therefore most likely to occur in this phase and withdrawal of antiplatelet therapy should be considered in respective patients. In addition to the risks associated with TBI, patients may also be at high risk if antiplatelet therapy is withdrawn. After stent implantation due to coronary heart disease, the risk of life-threatening stent thrombosis is increased 30-fold if clopidogrel therapy is discontinued within the first 30 days \[[@B62]\]. Discontinuation of clopidogrel within the first 6 months, but not after 6 months, is an independent determinant of stent thrombosis \[[@B63]\]. A meta-analysis of 50,279 patients for secondary prevention for coronary artery disease revealed that the cardiac complication rate is threefold increased after aspirin withdrawal \[[@B64]\]. Withdrawal of antiplatelet medication in patients in need of surgery is an issue that is widely discussed and clinical recommendations have been published recently \[[@B65],[@B66]\]. For this setting, it has been shown that the risk of coronary thrombosis after withdrawal of antiplatelet medication is greater than the risk of surgical bleeding if antiplatelet medication is continued \[[@B67]\]. Nevertheless, it is well-recognized that bleeding in closed spaces, such as in ICH, may result in fatal consequences and the cited guidelines recommend that, in cases of intracranial surgical interventions, discontinuation of aspirin and/or clopidogrel prior to the procedure should be considered. \'Bridging therapy\' with tirofiban after withdrawal of clopidogrel showed good safety and efficacy profiles in patients with recently implanted cardiac stents undergoing urgent surgical procedures \[[@B68]\], but GPIIa/IIIb receptor antagonists themselves may cause enlargement of posttraumatic ICH in TBI patients. \'Bridging therapy\' with heparin was ineffective in reducing cardiac events after withdrawal of antiplatelet therapy in patients with cardiac stents \[[@B69]\]. In a study on 1,236 patients hospitalized for acute coronary events, in 4.1% of cases the event was due to withdrawal of antiplatelet therapy and occurred with a mean delay of 10 ± 1.9 days \[[@B70]\]. Whether to withdraw antiplatelet therapy in TBI patients or reinitiate it after it was withdrawn are decisions that depend on a variety of circumstances, such as the evidence and extent of ICH and also the indication for pre-injury use of antiplatelet agents. Each approach should be tailored to be patient-specific and discussions should involve treating neurosurgeons and intensivists as well as cardiologists. Decisions should be re-evaluated on a regular basis, depending on the patient\'s clinical course.

Conclusion
==========

The use of antiplatelet agents in patients will increase as the population ages and because cardiovascular diseases have one of the highest incidence rates of all diseases in industrialized countries. TBI plays a major economic role in society since survivors often suffer serious neurologic sequelae resulting in high dependency. Available data from studies suggest that the pre-injury use of antiplatelet agents yields risks for TBI patients that may lead to an unfavourable outcome. Options to (partially) restore platelet activity include transfusion of platelets and application-of haemostatic drugs such as desmopressin, TXA and FVIIa. Guidelines regarding their use are missing since these agents have not been subject to controlled trials in TBI so far. Withdrawal of antiplatelet agents may carry high risks for patients, so treatment has to consider comorbidities and an interdisciplinary approach should be chosen. Further trials are needed to characterise the impact of pre-injury antiplatelet therapy on TBI victims and to establish protocols optimizing treatment modalities for those patients.
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